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2. Vision Creation - Defining the company’s future 
business model

– business models
• Seller driven
• Customer centric
• Buyer driven

– Commerce: Commerce intermediary

3. Strategic Direction: Defining business case
– Defining Internet value proposition
– Justifying impact and value

4. Business Architecture: Planning the people, processes 
and technologies required

– People:
• New organisation structure

– Process:
• Alliances management
• On-line customer management

– Technology:
• Transforming to a netcentric IT architecture
• Maintaining trust and security levels

5. Plan/Migrate: Implementing the changes

6. Case Studies
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¶ Direction identifies and quantifies  
business case/ justifying impact 
and value of change

¶ Business architecture focuses on 
people, process and technology 
requirements for change

¶ Addresses issues of 
speed, risk, 
feasibility and 
financial trade-offs 
while pacing change 
efforts

¶ Diagnosis establishes a case 
for change/ burning platform

¶ Vision focuses on:
– Market dynamics
– Required capabilities
– Client assets and 

competencies

Which strategic options should 
we pursue?  How should we be 
organized?

How will we roll out 
change?

Where are we? Where do 
we want to go?

Key Question(s)

Purpose

Strategic
Direction

eCommerce Call to Action eCommerce Strategic Platform eCommerce Activities

Internet Strategy Roadmap

An Internet Strategy allows the company to focus its eCommerce undertaking on economic 
value and creating an integrated end-game and plan.
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eCommerce Call to Action eCommerce Strategic Platform eCommerce Activities

Business Diagnosis

The first step of an Internet Strategy, Business Diagnosis, helps to define the case for change.

Techniques/ApproachesKey  Deliverables Results

• Interviews/primary 
research

• Market 
analysis/secondary 
research

• Industry benchmarking
• Scenario planning

• Profile of industry
• Profile of 

company’s 
eCommerce 
performance

• Executive level rationale for 
proceeding with Internet 
Strategy effort

• Incorporates business and 
industry impacts

• Incorporates threats within 
competitive landscape

• Defines key business 
imperatives

Key  Questions

• What is the 
company’s strategic 
intent in the Web?

• How do the 
company’s existing 
eCommerce 
capabilities compare 
to competitors?
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Companies will need to move from an information only web site to a fully 
transactional web site.

Example:  Internet Banking Evolution
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Progressive Website

Customers can perform simple 
account maintenance, post 

questions on-line and download 
applications

Transact

Publish

Interact

Industry Evolution over Time

Information Only Website

Banks merely post
 information for 

customers to view

Evolving Bank Website

Customers can perform many 
complex transactions on-line 

simulating conventional 
banking experience

Next Generation Website

Consumers transact in a cross-
products, cross-site environment

Asia Today

US/Europe Today
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The traditional role of a bank in a commercial transaction is to facilitate payments between 
buyers and sellers. 

Electronic Commerce Value Chain

Buyer Agency
 Search and Evaluation
 Needs Assessment and 

Product Matching
 Product Information 

Dissemination
 Purchase Influence
 Aggregation

BuyersSellers

Financial/Risk

Fulfilment

Seller Agency/
Customer Service Market Making Access/

Context
Access/
Context  Integration of 

Producer and 
Consumer Needs

 Market Management

 Provide Information 
about Customers

 Customer Service
 Aggregation
 Quality Assurance

 Product and Service 
Distribution

 Customer Service

 Payment Clearing 
and Settlement

 Risk Management

 Integration of 
Producer and 
Consumer Needs

 Seller Process 
Support

 Integration of 
Producer and 
Consumer Needs

 Buyer Process 
Support
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Most companys start small, but have to be prepared to scale fast and ultimately  think big. 

2000 20042001 2002 2003

Years

 Develop a vision for the market
 Consider all future e-Commerce 

possibilities
 Assess possible industry-wide approaches
 Investigate alliance possibilities with new 

and existing players

1

Think Big

2

 Minimize risk of disruption to cost containment, merger integration 
and other major efforts 

 Demonstrate proof-of-concept while sustaining knowledge base of 
industry developments

 Conduct applied research to assess feasibility and success rates for 
emerging ideas

 “Reserve the right to play” where major uncertainty exists

Start Small

 Leverage current technology and facility investments; build 
new infrastructure and technology capability in the 
background

 Monitor external events — guarding against duplicate 
investments

 Scale quickly to protect existing customers
 Acquire customers from other company’s  through new value 

propositions, speed and excellence of execution

3
Scale Fast
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Possible Development Path
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